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GARDENSIDE LTD. NAMED EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR OF LISTER® IN 
NORTH AMERICA 
 
Premier quality ♦ Superior craftsmanship ♦ Contemporary and classic designs 
 
San Anselmo,  CA – September 17, 2008 – Gardenside Ltd., founded in 1994, 
continues the tradition as the world’s premier teak furniture company with an 
exciting new addition to their family of products, Lister®. 
 
Gardenside announced that they will be the exclusive distributor of Lister® USA 
for North America.  Lister®, founded in 1883, is the originator of classic English 
Teak leisure furniture, a tradition that continues to develop to this day.  Always on 
the cutting edge, Lister® has collaborated with a number of world renowned 
furniture and landscape designers to provide both contemporary and classic teak 
furniture range that combines fine quality with stylish sophistication.   
 
Some of these highly regarded designers include Arne Jacobsen, Sir Robin Day, 
Frans Schrofer, Sir Edwin Landseer Lutyens, and more.  In addition, stainless 
steel and modern textiles have been incorporated into selected designs. These 
products have revolutionized the industry by providing sleek design, high style, 
and beauty to fine teak furniture. 
 
Danny Liu, President of Gardenside, states “Lister is a natural fit with 
Gardenside.  Quality is the cornerstone to our success, and Lister only reinforces 
this image and allows us to address our customer’s requests and expand into a 
growing segment of the market.” 
 
Mr. Liu emphasized that “With the addition of the Lister brand to our product 
family, our customers now have a diverse selection of premium teak design and 
styles that have taken Europe by storm.  We can now bring those offerings to our 
customers here in North America, and build on the already established 
Gardenside image for premier quality, superior craftsmanship, and contemporary 
and classic designs.” 



 
In addition to the exciting news of Lister® joining their family, Gardenside also 
will release a much anticipated catalog in early 2009.  This catalog will offer the 
collaboration of the coveted Lister product line, as well as traditional Gardenside 
lines. 
 
Lister is a registered trademark of Lister, UK.  All other company and product names may be trademarks of their 
respective owners. 
 
 
 
 
 


